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Figure 1: User interface of our visual analytics system for nonlinear programming processes. Using multiple coordinated views,
a user can assess the evolution of a problem’s solution, constraint values, and progression speed throughout an optimization.

ABSTRACT
Nonlinear programming targets nonlinear optimization with constraints, which is a generic yet complex methodology involving
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humans for problem modeling and algorithms for problem solving. We address the particularly hard challenge of supporting domain experts in handling, understanding, and trouble-shooting
high-dimensional optimization with a large number of constraints.
Leveraging visual analytics, users are supported in exploring the
computation process of nonlinear constraint optimization. Our
system was designed for robot motion planning problems and developed in tight collaboration with domain experts in nonlinear
programming and robotics. We report on the experiences from
this design study, illustrate the usefulness for relevant example
cases, and discuss the extension to visual analytics for nonlinear
programming in general.
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CCS CONCEPTS
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• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; • Mathematics of computing → Mathematical optimization; • Computer
systems organization → Robotics.

This section is divided into two parts. First, we review related work
in the field of visualization of optimization that includes NLP, linear programming, constraint programming, multi-objective optimization, as well as unconstrained optimization. Then, we discuss
related work concerned with the visualization of temporal highdimensional data.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear constraint optimization, also known as nonlinear programming (NLP), deals with finding optima within constrained
sets of variables. Only little work has been published concerning
visualization in this field, which is surprising since a substantial
amount of research has been conducted in the closely related fields
of discrete and also unconstrained optimization. NLP comprises
two separate stages: the modeling stage and the solving stage. In
the modeling stage, the problem needs to be expressed in terms
of an objective function and associated equality or inequality constraint functions that may be nonlinear. A classical example from
economics is to optimize spending for greatest profit (objective)
while staying within budget (constraint). In the solving stage, an
iterative algorithm moves through the (likely high-dimensional)
space of the modeled problem to find the optimal location with respect to the objective while making sure to satisfy all of the imposed
constraints.
Due to high dimensionality, large number of constraints, and
nonlinearity, which gives rise to local optima and disconnected
feasible regions, it is challenging to grasp such optimization problems. Even more challenging is the comprehension of unexpected
or unsatisfactory behavior of a solver when applied to a problem.
To help NLP experts in understanding their problems better as
well as the corresponding behavior of the applied solvers, we want
to leverage visualization of the internal steps of an optimization
process. We propose a visual analytics approach for a post-mortem
analysis of optimization runs of robot motion planning problems
that we developed in tight collaboration with domain experts. We
focus on visualizing the high-dimensional optimization landscape
as seen by the optimizer, to be able to reason about its behavior,
and on representing the evolution of the solution throughout the
optimization in order to be able to interpret high-dimensional loci
as intermediate solutions to the motion planning problem. Our
contributions are: 1) a visual analytics system for the analysis of
constrained optimizations for robot motion planning, 2) a report of
our design study process and lessons learned.

2.1

RELATED WORK

Visualization of Optimization

Despite its strong potential [17, 31], the area of visualizing NLP
remains unexplored to a large extent. Androulakis and Vrahatis [3]
proposed OPTAC, a tool for analyzing and visualizing the convergence behavior of unconstrained optimization algorithms. Charalambos and Izquierdo [9] visualize the geometric shapes of the feasible regions of linear programs. The method uses three-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates and therefore, is limited to three-dimensional
optimization problems. To display high-dimensional planes, Chatterjee et al. [10] use parallel coordinates plots instead. Since the
geometry in linear programs is simple and solvers are fundamentally different, these approaches are not applicable for NLP.
The area of constraint programming, in contrast to NLP, received
a lot of attention from visualization practitioners. Most of the work
done in this area focuses on visualizing the search tree resulting
from constraint programs [8, 17, 34, 36, 37]. However, these techniques cannot be applied to NLP, due to the differences in modeling
and solvers [19]. While solving constraint programs involves tree
traversal and dynamic programming, NLPs consist of differentiable
implicit surfaces, and their solvers are based on algebraic methods
such as gradient descent.
Instead of focusing on visualizing the search tree resulting from
constraint programming, others attempt to visualize the evolution
of variables, constraints, and the interaction between them using
matrix views [7, 14, 15]. While matrices provide good representations to explore the relationship between constraints and variables,
they have scalability issues, making them only suitable for exploring optimization problems with a small number of variables and
constraints. Despite the differences, we find our work shares the
same goal, i.e., exploring the evolution of variables and constraints.
The visualization of multi-objective optimization is yet another
neighboring field to NLP. Most of the work in this field is concerned
with visualizing the solution set in the objective space. Therefore,
different visualization methods for high-dimensional data are used.
Other methods apply dimensionality reduction to map the highdimensional objective space into a two-dimensional space. Tušar
and Filipič [42] provide a comprehensive review of these methods.
Although multi-objective optimization and NLP address two different problems, they both share the notion of high dimensionality.
The visualization of high-dimensional unconstrained problem
optimization such as in neural networks is discussed by Goodfellow et al. [16], who use a straight line from initialization to found
optimum to sample and analyze the loss function. This gave rise to
the loss landscape visualization technique by Li et al. [29]. They use
a 2D plane to sample the loss function and obtain a contour plot
to analyze a subspace into which the optimizer’s trajectory can be
projected. We extend this technique for NLP to show constraints
within the landscape of the objective function.
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2.2

Visualization of Temporal
High-Dimensional Data

There are numerous methods for visualizing high-dimensional
data [30], scatterplot matrices [2], glyphs [12], parallel coordinates
plots [20], and star coordinates [22]. These techniques, however,
do not scale with a large number of dimensions. Therefore, other
approaches project high-dimensional data into low-dimensional
space using various dimensionality reduction techniques [33]. Introducing the time dimension poses a visualization challenge, as
the visual representation needs to convey not only the relation
between the different dimensions but also their temporal context
and evolution. Aigner et al. [1] provide a comprehensive overview
of such time-oriented visualization.
A rather straightforward approach is to include time as an additional dimension in the traditional high-dimensional data representations. For example, Wong and Bergeron add an axis for the time
dimension in parallel coordinates [46]. Similarly, TimeWheel [38] arranges the other axes in a circular layout around the time axis. These
however, provide a poor representation of the temporal context
information and are prone to become cluttered. Other approaches
use a depth cue to encode the temporal information, resulting in 3D
parallel coordinates [18, 44], 3D star coordinates [32], or space-time
cubes [4, 5]. These methods, however, have scalability concerns
regarding the size of the data. Additionally, the use of interaction
and animation is a necessity to avoid occlusion problems.
More recent approaches use dimensionality reduction to show
temporal information. Jäckle et al. [21] proposed temporal multidimensional scaling (TMDS) for visualizing multivariate time series
data. Bach et al. [6] and van den Elzen et al. [43] showed the temporal progression of datasets by projecting the individual snapshots of
datasets as points in 2D space. The points of subsequent snapshots
are then connected by lines, while color is used to encode time.
In our work, we think of the optimization process as a sequence
of intermediate solutions. Each solution is characterized by a set of
high-dimensional decision variables. Thus, we can adopt the same
techniques [6, 43] to visualize the evolution of the optimization
process. In our work, in contrast, we deal with two different notions
of time simultaneously: the time of a robot’s motion and the time
of the optimization process.
Torsney-Weir et al. [39] studied multi-dimensional shapes using
their hypersliceplorer algorithm. Using separate views for pairs of
dimensions does not scale well with our problems, however.

3

BACKGROUND

In this section, we summarize the domain background of robot
motion planning and nonlinear programming. We also present the
requirements for a visualization system that we elicited from the
domain experts. From here on we will use NLP as an abbreviation
for both, nonlinear program and nonlinear programming.

3.1

Robot Motion Planning

Motion planning is the problem of finding a collision-free path to
move an object from an initial state to a desired goal state [27]. It is
a crucial problem in many fields, including robotics, computational
biology (drug design, protein folding), virtual prototyping, manufacturing, and computer graphics. In this paper, we focus on robot
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motion planning as our application domain. However, we expect
that our visual analytics approach will carry over to other applications. An example of such motion planning problems is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Animation frames from an optimized robot motion
sequence for a box-pushing problem. The robot arm picks
up a stick and then moves a box to a target location. The animation was created by our collaborators’ motion planning
framework.
There are different approaches for finding a valid path connecting the source and target configurations. LaValle [28] provides an
overview of the most important ones. Grid- and sampling-based
approaches [11, 23–25] discretize the configuration space and use
graph search algorithms to find a valid path in the resulting topological space.
Another approach for finding a valid path is based on nonlinear optimization [41]. This involves the formulation and solving
of an NLP that describes the desired goal mathematically and imposes constraints to ensure a collision-free path and feasible motion.
In contrast to the aforementioned methods, nonlinear optimization does not require any discretization of the configuration space.
Therefore, it is possible to find an optimal path if the problem is
well-defined.
However, nonlinear optimization requires an initial guess of the
solution and the method is prone to get stuck in local minima [13].
To avoid that, it is common to use path finding algorithms as a
first step to provide a reasonable initial guess. While this might be
enough to find a valid solution, it does not provide insights into the
internal mechanism of the optimization algorithms: How fast does
the optimizer progress? Or which constraints hinder the algorithm
the most? Such questions cannot be answered without a proper
investigation of the inner workings of the optimization.
To this end, there is a critical need for visualization tools to debug
and troubleshoot the optimization algorithms [17, 31]. Having such
tools, can help domain experts formulate hypotheses about the
behavior of the optimizer, that could eventually lead to a better
reformulation of the cost function and/or the constraints. In this
context, we were approached by robotics researchers. During the
course of this design study, we have been collaborating with them
for more than 9 months, integrating their expertise and knowledge
about their domain-specific problems. To better understand the
domain problem we tried to characterize it by eliciting requirements
for a visual analytics system and tasks to be achievable from the
experts. We were able to identify two high-level information needs:
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Q1: When an optimization requires a lot of time to converge,
what is taking the optimizer so long?
Q2: When an optimization produces an infeasible solution, what
prevents the optimizer from getting to a feasible location?
To be able to analyze an optimization with regard to these questions, we formulated the following analysis tasks that the experts
want to perform on optimizations of their robot motion planning
framework:
T1: Identify and characterize different phases of the optimization
process.
T2: Identify when the optimizer converges faster or more slowly
to a local minimum during the optimization process.
T3: Characterize the evolution of the constraint function values
during the optimization process.
T4: Identify the shape and boundaries of a constraint.
T5: Identify the shape and boundaries of the feasible regions.
Throughout the project we followed a design study process [35]
regularly meeting with our collaboration partners to continuously
refine our design and to update requirements.

3.2

Nonlinear Programming

Nonlinear programs consist of three parts that allow expressing
an optimization problem with auxiliary conditions on the solution,
known as the constraints. It typically reads like this:
minimize 𝑓 (𝑥) subject to ℎ𝑖 (𝑥) = 0 , 𝑔 𝑗 (𝑥) ≤ 0

(1)

In this, 𝑥 is the set of decision variables that can be varied. It makes
sense, in our case, to think about 𝑥 as a large vector describing a
robot’s motion. The objective function 𝑓 is to be minimized while
all of the inequality constraints 𝑔 𝑗 and equality constraints ℎ𝑖 have
to be satisfied at the solution 𝑥 ∗ . In an NLP, at least one of these
functions is nonlinear. In high-dimensional space, the equalities
define hypersurfaces, and inequalities define hypersurface-confined
sets in which the optimal 𝑥 ∗ has to be located.
Including time into an optimization problem is often done by
discretization into several time steps. This also applies to our case of
robot motion, where the motion path consists of joint configurations
representing the robot’s poses over time.
The objective and constraints are used to express the robot’s
task mathematically and to guarantee that the resulting motion is
physically viable. In such time-dependent optimization problems,
some constraints will typically apply to individual time steps only
to enforce valid states, and others will take several times steps into
account to enforce valid state transitions or global properties.
This kind of modeling leads to high-dimensional problem spaces
and large numbers of constraints. We are dealing with ≈ 100 time
discrete joint configurations that range from 10 to 30 dimensions,
amounting in an optimization space of 1000- or more dimensions,
and more than 100 constraints.
Technical Background: We now discuss a class of iterative algorithms to solve NLPs. We will not go into details but sketch
the general mechanic that is common in the log-barrier, squared
penalty, and also the augmented Lagrangian methods. All of these
want to find a solution that satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [26] (a set of conditions that hold at a feasible minimum
of an NLP), and thus determine the dual variables. This is done by

constructing an unconstrained problem 𝐿𝜆,𝜅 (𝑥) from the NLP that
can be minimized using standard techniques like gradient descent
or Newtons’s method. For example in the augmented Lagrangian
Í
method 𝐿𝜆,𝜅 (𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥) +𝜅 >ℎ(𝑥) + 𝜆 >𝑔(𝑥) + ||ℎ(𝑥)|| 22 + 𝑗 [𝑔 𝑗 (𝑥) >
2
0]𝑔 𝑗 (𝑥) . The unconstrained problem is then minimized repeatedly
while updating the dual parameters 𝜆, 𝜅, and thus changing the
impact of constraints, in between.
A pseudo code implementation is shown in Listing 1. A line
search mechanism (most inner loop decreasing step size) is leveraged to ensure sufficient decrease in each step to prevent overshooting valleys and enforces satisfaction of the Wolfe condition [45].
Listing 1: Pseudo Code for NLP Solver
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

FUNCTION solveNLP
INPUT : objective 𝑓 , equalities ℎ , and inequalities 𝑔
OUTPUT : optimal location 𝑥
BEGIN
define unconstrained problem 𝐿𝜆,𝜅 from 𝑓 , ℎ , and 𝑔
initialize 𝑥 randomly ( or informed )
DO
𝑥 = argmin of 𝐿𝜆,𝜅 with initialization 𝑥
update dual parameters 𝜆, 𝜅
UNTIL convergence
END
FUNCTION argmin
INPUT : loss function 𝐿 , initialization 𝑥
OUTPUT : optimal location 𝑥
BEGIN
initialize stepsize 𝑎 = 1 ( or previous value )
WHILE 𝑎 reasonably large
set descent direction 𝛿 = Newton step for 𝐿 at 𝑥
WHILE 𝐿 (𝑥 + 𝑎𝛿) NOT sufficiently smaller than 𝐿 (𝑥)
decrease stepsize 𝑎
END WHILE
𝑥 = 𝑥 + 𝑎𝛿
increase stepsize 𝑎
END WHILE
END

Besides the problem formulation, i.e., functions 𝑓 , 𝑔, and ℎ, this
algorithm is the source of our data for visualization. We define
the optimization trajectory as the sequence 𝑆 of arguments 𝑥 0 =
𝑥 + 𝑎𝛿 that are tested during line search in the argmin procedure
of Listing 1 (line 20):
𝑆 = {𝑥 init, 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, .., 𝑥 ∗ }

(2)

Furthermore, we obtain a detailed log of the sequence in which
different stages in the algorithm were executed: updates to the dual
variables (line 9), evaluations of the loss function and corresponding
function values of objective and constraints (line 20), step size
decrease during line search (line 21), and updates to 𝑥 (line 23).

4

METHOD

In this section, we will introduce our visual analytics system and
discuss the special techniques used to visualize the optimization
process, i.e., the loss landscape visualization and the robot path
evolution visualization.

4.1

Visual Analytics System

Our visual analytics system combines and links different views to
facilitate the exploration of an optimization process. Due to the
iterative nature of the algorithm, the optimization process describes
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(b) per configuration trajectories

Figure 3: Figures show the motion path evolution over the
optimization process using PCA for projection. (a) It can be
observed how the path evolves from a chaotic random shape
(top) to a smooth curve (bottom). (b) The trajectory from
initialization to final solution for each configuration 𝑐𝑡 is
shown and color-coded by time 𝑡. The underlying optimization corresponds to an NLP for pushing a box in a circular
motion similar to the illustration in Fig. 2.
the evolution of essentially two things: The evolution of objective
and constraint function values, and the evolution of the solution
described by the sequence of intermediate solutions 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 on the
optimization trajectory.
To show the evolution of function values, which allows for task
T3 to be accomplished, we provide line charts for equality and
inequality constraints, plotting ℎ(𝑠𝑖 ) and 𝑔(𝑠𝑖 ) with optimization
step 𝑖 on the 𝑥-axis (views C and D in Fig. 1). We group constraints
by names due to their large number, which allows us to prevent
visual clutter. For each group 𝐻𝑘 , 𝐺𝑘 , we plot the maximum value
of all its constraints as aggregation.
ℎ¯𝑘 (𝑠𝑖 ) = max (ℎ 𝑗 (𝑠𝑖 )) ; 𝑔¯𝑘 (𝑠𝑖 ) = max (|𝑔 𝑗 (𝑠𝑖 )|)
ℎ 𝑗 ∈𝐻𝑘

𝑔 𝑗 ∈𝐺𝑘

Groups are listed in a separate view (F) and can be expanded if
desired, to reveal the individual unaggregated constraints in the
plot.
To show the evolution of the problem’s solution we employ a
time curves [6] approach in which we reduce dimensionality of
the joint configurations of 𝑠 = {𝑐 1 . . . 𝑐𝑇 }, that is the motion path
(view A in Fig. 1). In this 2D representation of the solution, we can
show its evolution. Connecting subsequent joint configurations of
𝑠 through line segments, yields a time curve describing the robot
motion. Connecting the same joint configuration of subsequent
intermediate solutions 𝑠𝑖 , results in a time curve describing the evolution of that particular configuration throughout the optimization.
Figure 3 illustrates this technique that is integrated in view A in
Fig. 1.
To combine constraints and solution evolution we adapt the loss
landscape technique [29] to NLP, which also enables us to observe
the behavior of the optimizer as it travels through high-dimensional
space (view B in Fig. 1). Using isobands, we can show contours of
the objective function and constraints on a 2D plane slice. The
slice plane is spanned by the vector connecting the point of the
currently selected optimization step with the minimum 𝑥 ∗ , and a
perpendicular vector that is a linear combination of the first two
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principal vectors of the optimization trajectory 𝑆. Selecting three
optimization steps aligns the slice to coincide with the corresponding points. We draw the optimization trajectory into the same plot
and encode proximity to the plane as line thickness to determine
when the optimizer moves away from it, as it is crucial for judging
the degree of correspondence between landscape and trajectory.
For a quick overview of the optimization’s descend speed, we
employ a view that we call progression speed plot (view E of Fig. 1).
This plot uses the metaphor of walking downhill (descending) to
the minimum, and shows the remaining distance to travel for each
optimization step (where the complete travel distance is normalized
to 1). Task T2 is supported with this view.
Exploration of an optimization is enabled by interaction through
selecting or cycling through optimization steps, constraints, or
configurations, as well as through zooming and panning in the
different views that respond to the selections made.
To select an optimization step, the user can either click into the
progression speed and constraint plots, use a slider (on top of the
GUI), or select a corresponding entry from an optimization log
entry list (H in Fig. 1). The log entries give an overview of the inner
workings of the optimization algorithm throughout the process,
such as Newton steps taken, line search condition checked, or dual
parameter updates done. We highlight line search backtracking
steps in pink, graph query entries correspond to optimization steps.
The naming of these entries stems from the structure of the log,
output by the optimizer. Selecting individual joint configurations
(robot time instants) can be done from list G in Fig. 1, which results
in highlighting the corresponding trajectory in the path evolution
view (A).

4.2

Implementation

We implemented our visual analytics system as a desktop application in the Java programming language based on the AWT/Swing
GUI environment. Libraries employed include Smile, EJML, JPlotter, jackson, and OkHttp. The solver runs in a separate software
(KOMO [40]), producing optimization log files that our implementation facilitates to explore interactively. To obtain samples of the
optimization space, we implemented an HTTP-server based interface in the motion planning framework, that runs simultaneously.
We chose this method of data transfer due to its versatility and
sustainability for future projects.

5

CASE STUDY

To showcase the usefulness of our system we present a case study
and insights we could find with respect to a particular motion
planning problem. We analyze an optimization run of a typical
motion planning problem concerned with information need Q1.
The robot in this problem is supposed to pick up and throw a ball
so that it bounces of the ground and a wall to finally hit a target
area.
When taking a look at the corresponding optimization in our
visual analytics system, we would like to first get an overview.
We typically start with checking the progression speed plot from
which we can see the, in this case, large number of steps taken,
which is around 1000 (Fig. 4). Examining the process’ progression
behavior (T2), we can observe that the optimizer is leaping forward
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increasing constraint

slow progress

(a) progression overview

(b) constraint value evolution

(c) expanded constraint group

Figure 4: Views examined in the first part of our case study. We observe slow progress throughout the majority of the optimization (a). We find an equality constraint group that increases over the process (b), and on expansion, see that several constraints
of the group behave undesirably (c), i.e., not converging to zero.
in the first few iterations and then harshly slows down. Clicking the
plot where we identified the sudden decrease in speed selects the
corresponding optimization step (step 57 in this case). From there
on, the optimizer crawls to its final position also hardly accelerating
over the remaining iterations. This behavior is quite suspicious to
us since this seems extremely ineffective, so we want to know what
is going on.
Next, we take a look at the evolution of constraint values to check
for any anomalies there (T3). Zooming in a little on the equality
constraint line chart reveals a constraint that is increasing instead
of decreasing during the slow part of the optimization (blue line
in Fig. 4). The graph shows the maximum absolute value for the
constraints sharing the same name, so to identify which constraints
exactly are behaving in this way we expand this group of constraints
to see the individuals (Fig. 4). From the expanded constraints, we
see that most of them actually converge to zero as desired, but some
of them rise up in the end and one is located far away from zero.
From the corresponding entries in the constraint tree, we can
read off the robot time instants, i.e., the joint configurations to
which the strange behaving constraints relate. Three consecutive
configurations in the second part of the motion are related. This
tells us that it is the part where the robot grabs the ball and throws it.
Selecting the entry highlights the trajectories in the path evolution
view. We use this to get an idea of the region on the path that is
affected by the constraint (Fig. 5). Examining this part, we recognize
a discontinuity in the motion path. This is due to the semantics of
dimensions changing from one configuration to the next, indicating
an event on the motion path that requires a different mathematical modeling. It tells us that the constraint is related to the exact
moment of releasing the ball from its grip. This information could
be valuable to the author of the motion problem when wanting to
reformulate the problem to achieve better convergence.
We now want to go back to the original issue of slow progression.
Checking the log table for frequent line searches that could cause
slow progression reveals that there are no line searches taking place

Di
sc
o

nt

inu

ity

Configurations referenced
by constraint

Figure 5: Examining the part on the motion path that the
misbehaving constraints relate to. We see a discontinuity
in the path that corresponds to a change in configuration
vector semantics. The constraints are related to the moment
when the robot releases the ball.

in the largest portion of the process. As a next step, we consult the
landscape view to take a look at the optimization trajectory (Fig. 6).
We can observe that the optimizer actually moves away from a
relatively better location in terms of its objective function indicated
by the colored contours (yellow is less costly than green). This is not
unusual in constraint optimization since the optimizer has to make
a compromise to satisfy the constraints. Our hypothesis is that the
suspected constraint forces the optimizer to leave this “cozy” place.
To test this hypothesis, we enable the display of constraint boundaries in this view (T4). We also make sure that the projection plane
is representative of the slowly progressing part on the trajectory by
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Step 57

Step 998
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Step 57

Step 998

Step 600

fast progress

slow progress
worse

better

Step 100

Figure 6: Optimization landscape view examined in the last part of our case study. We zoom-in on the part of the optimization
trajectory corresponding to slow progression we identified earlier (left). We can observe how the optimizer is climbing uphill
in terms of the objective function (middle). When displaying the constraint boundaries, we see that the trajectory is moving
in a parabola-shaped valley defined by the constraints (right).
selecting three points at steps 100, 600, and the final solution (Fig. 6).
This orientates the plane to coincide with these three points so that
we get a reasonable plane for our landscape. We can observe from
this view that the trajectory moves in a parabolic shape and is actually enclosed by boundaries that have a similar shape. The areas
shaded in gray correspond to infeasible regions of the suspected
constraints for a certain feasibility threshold that we increased from
one to six to be able to see a region at this large scale. Our interpretation of this is that the optimizer is trying to walk as closely as
possible to the hyper surfaces defined by the constraint equations.
The reason it keeps on walking is that it has not yet reached a
location where it is close enough to all surfaces to be considered a
feasible solution.
Considering the progression speed again and also no line search
behavior for the majority of the trajectory, taking so many optimization steps still seems unreasonable. A sharper adaptive increase
in step size was tested afterwards and led to a shortened time to
convergence.
Since a single analysis scenario can only show some of the various issues that can occur in optimizations, we like to point the
reader to our supplemental video for further impressions. In the
video, we provide two other analysis scenarios while also demonstrating the system’s interactive features, which are beyond the
scope of this paper 1 .

6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we reflect on the project and report on the lessons
learned during our research. NLP for motion planning is quite
complex and comes with many quantities to visualize, such as
objective costs, constraints, dual variables, gradient forces, and
hypersurfaces — just to name a few. On top of that, it comes in highdimensional flavors and two notions of time (optimization time and
robot time). We chose to focus on the evolutionary aspect, in terms
of optimization time, to be able to follow the algorithm along its
process. This choice turned out to work well for the assessment of
long lasting optimizations and causes for that (Q1).
1 https://doi.org/10.18419/darus-1128

The use of line charts to examine convergence behavior of constraints or loss is a widely used practice in optimization. They serve
well as an entry point to optimization assessment, but experts want
to be able to reason beyond the scope of such charts in order to
understand what is actually happening. Leveraging linked views to
allow for a more thorough exploration of the process worked well
in our case.
During the course of this design study, we noticed that slow
progression can be connected to ill conditioning and that long
lasting optimizations often fail to produce feasible results. To assess
optimizations with infeasible solutions (Q2), we also wanted to be
able to reason about the behavior of the algorithm, analyze why
it goes which way, and ideally see when it takes a “wrong” turn.
Through the loss landscape visualization, we were able to provide
means to achieve this. However, this technique is the most effective
if the optimizer only moves in a low-dimensional subspace of the
complete optimization space. This is not always the case and plane
orientation becomes the deciding factor to effectively use this view.
To understand abstract high-dimensional points of optimization
space, we chose a generic solution to display such time-involving
intermediate solutions (motion paths in our case) by means of time
curves. This works to some degree, however, experts would value a
more concrete representation for their domain specific application,
e.g., an animation of the robot performing the motion to better
connect the abstract and physical world. We expect that integrating
the animation capabilities of the motion planning framework into
our system will greatly improve optimization space exploration in
future work.
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CONCLUSION

We presented a visual analytics system for the assessment of optimization processes of nonlinear constraint problems for robot
motion planning. Except for the robot path evolution view, displaying the evolution of the motion path, the system provides domainagnostic views for the analysis of nonlinear programs. Leveraging
a loss landscape visualization technique, the system allows users

VINCI 2020, December 8–10, 2020, Eindhoven, Netherlands

to have a look at the optimization trajectory and surrounding constraints even for the very high-dimensional problems we are facing
in the domain. However, we found that the choice of projection
plane is crucial for this technique to be effective. Better plane orientation could be explored in future research. The system’s capabilities
were showcased in a case study where we analyzed optimization
runs of our collaborators’ NLPs. Together with domain experts, we
could confirm that we are able to gain new insights into optimizer
behavior, detect flaws in the optimization process, and come up
with issue resolving strategies by exploration and analysis with our
system. Since most views are applicable to any nonlinear program,
we think that our approach to nonlinear constraint optimization
visualization will generalize to other problems. In future work,
we plan to investigate respective applications and evaluate our
approach in more depth.
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